Product Line Overview
Mythos Series
Mythos Series models are slim, elegant speakers with aluminum
enclosures designed to match the styling of today’s high tech flat
panel TVs. Mythos loudspeakers are available in space-saving
on-wall, shelf-mount and floor-standing configurations, for the ultimate
in placement flexibility and ease. Their high tech enclosures, drivers,
and narrow shape produce huge, box-less imaging normally found
only in ultra-high end speakers. Combine Mythos main, center and
surround models with Definitive powered subwoofers, for superior
performance home theater systems that look as good as they sound.

The Mythos XTR series speakers are the ideal high-performance
speakers to use with ultra-thin TVs.

Mythos SuperTower Series
Mythos SuperTowers® combine stunning cosmetics and precision
fit & finish with jaw-dropping, ultra-high end performance. No
loudspeaker has achieved their balance of beauty and brawn
anywhere near their modest price. Mythos SuperTowers’ magic
start with a sleek aluminum cabinet mounted on a beautiful polished
granite base, and continues with our most advanced components
and technologies. Topping off the ground-breaking design is the
incorporation of 300 Watt SuperCube™ powered subwoofers.
You’ll enjoy double the bass while saving floor space, and
enhancing the beauty of your room. Choose between the original
award-winning Mythos ST and the smaller Mythos STS for sonic
performance truly in a class by itself.
Mythos STS and ST SuperTowers

SoloCinema XTR
High Performance… Simplified: The SoloCinema XTR® is the newest
of our industry-leading line of high performance loudspeakers. It is the
only active surround bar on the market that complements ultra-slim TVs
and delivers on every attribute desired by today's home theater enthusiast: sleek appearance, premium fit and finish, high quality materials,
effortless installation and superior, lossless High Definition audio from
BluRay players and other HD sources. This two-piece system
consists of a slim surround bar and easily concealed, wireless
subwoofer delivers component-level home theater performance,
with incredibly enveloping HD surround sound, without a
complicated set-up, or running wires for rear speakers.

SoloCinema XTR System

Mythos SSA Single
Enclosure Surround
Speakers
“The Perfect Solution When Rear Speakers are Not an Option”

For those who choose not to use rear channel
speakers, but want the thrills of five-channel surround
sound, Definitive Technology offers the perfect solution:
the Solo Surround Array Series loudspeakers. The SSA
models incorporate Spatial Array, a unique patented
technology that optimizes the spatial presentation
of five channels to create the illusion that you are
surrounded by five separate high performance
speakers. Enjoying a superb sounding, audiophilegrade surround experience has never been more
convenient. Simply connect an SSA to any multichannel receiver and powered subwoofer to enjoy
enveloping surround sound without the bother of
running long wires and finding places for rear speakers.

Where Precision Sound Meets Iconic Design™

Bipolar technology
creates a huge,
three-dimensional
soundstage for
every listener
in the room.
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Bipolar SuperTower Series
The BP SuperTowers feature bipolar technology. Each speaker
incorporates two sets of drivers—one facing forward, the other
facing the rear—radiating clear, vibrant, lifelike sound, much like
music is produced in real life. The result is a huge, three-dimensional
soundstage for every listener in the room. Bipolar SuperTowers
feature built-in powered subwoofers for lightning-fast, earthshaking
bass without the need for separate subwoofer cabinets! Combine
them with our perfectly matched CS Series centers and SR Series
surrounds, for an extraordinary home theater system "consistently
thrilling, involving, and best of all, flat out fun".
[Home Theater magazine]

BP SuperTower Series (L to R) BP-8080ST,
BP-8060ST, BP-8040ST and BP-8020ST

CS Center Channel Series
CS models are the matching center channels for Bipolar Series floorstanding and StudioMonitor bookshelf speakers. They are designed
to the same rigid standards and high-performance goals as our main
left and right front speakers. CS models feature wide frequency
response and extended dynamic range, with extraordinary detail
and articulation. Two of the three CS models feature built-in powered
subwoofers for stunningly powerful performance.

CS-8080HD Center Channel

SR Surround Series
These bipolar radiating surround speakers offer a broad dispersion
pattern that makes them the perfect rear and side channel
complements for BP and BP SuperTower front channel models.

Bipolar Surround

The BP SuperTowers' advanced patented technologies, robust materials and solid construction deliver
lifelike sound quality and total listening enjoyment.

For more information and detailed specifications, go to DefinitiveTech.com

StudioMonitor Series
The SM Series bookshelf models perfectly fit applications that
demand compact speakers with big speaker sound. These full-range
speakers feature extended low-frequency characteristics, delivering
superb performance either as stand-alone speakers, or when paired
with separate subwoofers. Soundstage HiFi called the SM55 "a
floorstanding speaker masquerading as a bookshelf speaker."

StudioMonitor 45, 55 and 65

ProCinema/ProMonitor Series
ProCinema/ProMonitor speakers satisfy the need for small,
easy-to-place speakers that deliver true state-of-the-art performance.
ProMonitor satellites are small enough to fit in the palm of your
hand, and may be wall-mounted, shelf-mounted, or used on floorstands, making them easy to integrate into any décor. ProCinema
600 and 800 systems are pre-packaged home theater speaker
systems with front, surround, center, and subwoofer speakers in
one convenient carton. ProMonitor and ProCenter are individually
packaged satellite and center speakers that may be mixed and
matched with ProSub subwoofers to custom build music and movie
systems of astonishing performance capability: The sonic depth,
width, and height reproduction of these amazingly compact
speakers is so big that Home Theater magazine said they
“seem as though they are monster towers if you close your eyes.”

ProCinema 600 System

ProSub Series
The compact ProSub series was originally designed to complement
the ProMonitor/ProCinema Series. But their winning combination
of high output, deep and lightning-fast response make them a perfect
choice for any audio system. Relentlessly value engineered to bring
you top performance at modest prices, the ProSub series is a
run-away success story.

ProSub 800 and 1000

SuperCube Series
Our best powered subwoofers are, dollar for dollar, the finest
powered subwoofers on the market. SuperCube subwoofers are
astoundingly compact. The best-selling SuperCube 2000 is barely
larger than a toaster, at just .6 cubic foot. Yet the SuperCube’s
subterranean bass depth, seismic power and instantaneous quickness bring a level of realism comparable to far larger and costlier
subwoofers. Professional installers specify SuperCube subwoofers
for the finest systems and most demanding applications and listeners.
Several SuperCube models can be used with an optional wireless
connectivity kit, for the ultimate in convenience.

Where Precision Sound Meets Iconic Design™

SuperCube 6000

All-Weather Series
Enjoy Definitive Technology’s incomparable
sound all around your home with the
ground-breaking All-Weather Series. With
their fully sealed design, racetrack bass
radiators, and rugged PolyStone enclosures,
the AW’s can be exposed to the elements
and still reliably deliver great sound quality
for years of outdoor listening enjoyment. Their high technology components and unique design deliver clear mids, extended highs, and
thunderous bass even in difficult outdoor conditions. You can have
great Definitive sound on the patio, deck, garden, or sauna.

Ultimate In-Wall (UIW) Series
Do you want the sound quality of big-box speakers, but don’t
want to use any floor space? Flush-mount UIW Series speakers
are the perfect solution. Choose from in-ceiling, in-wall and Bipolar
surround speakers, and even an in-wall subwoofer. These premiumquality speakers deliver superb sound for high end home or
commercial applications: anywhere you want warm, rich, sonic
performance without a cabinet-style speaker.

Disappearing In-Wall Series
Extraordinary high-performance speakers that virtually disappear
in your room, Disappearing™ In-Wall series feature near-invisibility
thanks to their small diameters, hidden flange design, and low
profile micro-perf grilles. They look practically invisible, yet install
as easily as traditional wide flange flush-mount speakers. Definitive’s
latest exclusive technologies deliver performance one would expect
from expensive free-standing speakers. DI Series models cover
every need, including a single speaker stereo unit, round in-ceiling,
square and rectangular in-wall and a bipolar surround.

UIW Reference Built-in
Series
The Reference series of built-in
speakers utilize our best technologies
and integrated enclosures to deliver the best
possible sound for ultra-stealth, built-in home theater systems.
In-wall, in-ceiling, bipolar and in-wall subwoofer speakers
can help you create your dream home theater system.

Definitive Technology: Where Precision
Sound Meets Iconic Design™
Definitive Technology is a leading manufacturer
of premium audio products that deliver thrilling high
definition sound via the application of advanced
technologies, precision engineering and superior
materials. Our products embody pure, minimal and
timeless contemporary styling that delights the eye.
We make products that are easy to place in homes
and use. For over twenty years, Definitive Technology
products have earned worldwide acclaim and countless awards for outstanding performance, appearance
and value. Definitive Technology is where precision
sound meets iconic design.
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For more information and detailed specifications, go to DefinitiveTech.com

